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ABSTRACT 
State capitalism, the statist planning in certain economic sectors, has generated severa! state-

owned enterprises (SOEs) that represent a significant share of activity in the global market. Despite 

decades of liberalization and privatization in many countries, state ownership and state-led business 

activity remain widespread; yet new varieties of state capitalism have also emerged. Among these new 

varieties, state-controlled oi! and natural gas entities, also known as nation oi] companies (NOCs), rep

resent a type of hybrid organization that specifical!y deserves scholars' attention as they dominate the 

world's oi] & gas industry; yet many ofthe cases prove to be problematic. The emerging markets pos

sess some of the most important NOC players, yet scant examination has been made to question their 

appropriateness. This paper presents a contextualized comparison between two NOCs that root in 

Brazil and China to illustrate how similar and different they are in terms o f their ownership style, cor

porate governance characteristics, and the interactions they have with the host government. We ana

lyzed the findings hy matching them with the past theories that offer explanations on NOC perfor

mance variation. We concluded that first, regime type is nota dependable factor to indicate the actual 

state incentives to maintain NOCs, and the goals of state serve only as an equivocate factor in explain

ing the variation in NOC performances. Secondly, we speculated that due to the absence of a cohesive 

institutional logic and consistency, Brazil has a fragmented governance system that implies in inappro

priateness of state capitalism. Thirdly, we discovered that the unique dynamics between informal and 

fonnal institutions in China may justizy the better fitness of state capitalism when compared with 

Brazil. Certain limits to the research method and expectations on further inquiries are also developed. 

Key words: National Oil Companies (NOCs), State-Owned Enterprises (SOEs), state capitalism, 

corporate governance, informal institution 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The relationship between the state and the companies it contrais has always been intriguing for 

scholars who want to examine how a hybrid organization, in terms of public and private ownership, 

works. Facing complex ownership and contrai patterns, state-owned enterprises (SOEs) have Iong been 

viewed by scholars as targets for privatization, such that complex corporate forms can be replaced by a 

more straight form of governance (Shleifer & Vishney, 1997). Yet, there is still a significao! presence of 

state-owned enterprises (SOEs) acting as an influential and even growing force ali over the world (Bru

ton, Peng, Ahlstrom, Stan et ai., 20 15). Among them, state owned oi! companies also known as national 

oi] companies (NOCs) particularly call for attention as about three-quarters ofthe world's oi! reserves 

are under management by them (Victor, Hults & Thurber, 2012). Particularly in the developing world, 

new NOCs have been used principally as a tool for marshaling popular support (Smith & Trebilcock, 

2001). From this perspective, NOCs are often seen as convenient political instruments that offer large 

reservoirs of jobs to be given to favored groups as well as other useful products and services that gov

ernments could readily contrai for political purposes (Vitor, Hults & Thurber, 20 12). This aro uses gen-

era! concerns about these companies' performances. In fac!, as the importance of this statist type of 

capitalism increased, the deficiencies o f the model became increasingly salient (Musacchio & Lazzari

ni, 2014). Furthermore, Studies have demonstrated a clear variation among state owned entities world-

wide (Henderson & Cool, 2003; Capron & Guillen, 2009; Bruton, Peng, Ahlstrom, Stan et ai., 2015; 

L in, Ma & Su, 2008; Venable, 20 16). Some o f them are known for being ridden with inefficiency and 

politica] scandals, but others of them not only endure and survive, but also prompt national develop

ment. lt is intriguing, therefore, for scholars to make further examination on what actually contributes 

to the resilience ofNOCs and how context-specific factors determine the effect of state contrai on cor

porate govemance (Grosman, Okhmatovskiy & Wright, 2015). Finally, the discussion on the appropri

ateness ofthis type of company also Ieads us to the question how to strike the balance between the state 

and the market and shed light on the implications of social and economic policies. 
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The motive for choosing this topic of discussion is mainly driven by the recent case involving 

Petrobras, the Brazilian oi! company that, until recently was considered to be one ofthe NOCs with the 

highest perfonnance1 in the world, until It got caught amidst a severe economic recession and national 

political tunnoil that has shaken the national economy (Venables, 2016). As another big player in the 

developing world, China, with its one-of-a-kind development polices, possesses a significant number of 

state controlled factors in its national economy. PetroChina, a NOC that plays a vital role in China's 

energy sector, has proven to be quite resilient in both the domestic and global market. We find the con

tras! between these two intriguing. No! only does it incite those who oppose a strong presence of the 

state in the economy, but it also raises doubts about the appropriateness of such govemance practices 

regardingthe specific corporate ownership pattems (Sodali, 2012; Krafft, Qu & Ravix, 2008), especial

ly in developing economies (Lattennan, 2014; Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2014). Studies (Grosman, A., 

Okhmatovskiy, 1., & Wright, M, 1989; Aguilera & Jackson,2010; OECD,2005) have been made to in

vestigate how corporate govemance patterns work in this specific type or hybrid organization(Gros

man, A., Okhmatovskiy, 1., & Wright, M, 1989; Aguilera & Jackson,20 I O; OECD,2005). Some scholars 

also have attempted to explain the variation in strategy and perfom1ance arnong NOCs by looking at 

factors such as the goals of host govemments, geo!ogy, and lhe interplay between host governments 

and their NOCs2 Yet there is a lack of structured exploratory studies to specially look at the cases in 

the deve!oping econornies. These facts raise severa! questions, that will be addressed here: What are the 

similarities and differences of these two firms? Do the explanations of the contras! fit into the past 

cornparative studies? Can we identify the circumstances that justify the appropriateness o f rnaintaining 

a NOC? We believe that PetroChina and Petrobras are similar in many variables that are no! central to 

the study, thus in effect "controlling" for these variables, and differ in tenns o f the key variables (state 

goals, state institutions) can offer us an in-depth analysis in exploring the answers ofthese questions. 

1 This is based on Vitor, Hults & Thurber"s assessment (2012) ofNOCs economic efficiency in finding. developing, and delivering hydrocarbon resources. 

2·oECD's published report (2005) on comparative corporate governance ofstate-owned enterprises; Aguilera. Ruth V. and Jackson. Gregory (2010) 'Com
parative and International Corporate Governance': and Vitor. Hults & Thurber's book (2012) on oi\ and governance. 
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Driven by the inquires mentioned above, this paper is structured to offer a contextualized compari

son between PetroChina and Petrobras through a descriptive representation of the two companies' his

torical development, major corporate governance characteristics, and the interplay they have between 

the host state's fonnal and informal institutions. The context will be laid out as follows: In the first part, 

we will do a brief literature review on the theoretical perspectives related to state capitalism (statist 

fonn of capitalism) and some ofthe lenses and scopes the past studies have used to conduct compara

tive study; then we will move on to present the comparison in the cases of Petrobras and PetroChina to 

illustrate the detailed similarities and contrasts among these two companies, as well as to analyze the 

findings ofthe comparison; at the end, discussions will be made and conclusions reached on the limits 

of our study and further inquiries will be offered. 

2. THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES 

2.1. State Capitalism in emerging economies 

The creation of state-owned enterprises (SOEs) as well as national oi] companies (NOCs) reflects the 

belief that state ownership would better allow governments to pro mote and control economic develop

ment, redistribute income, and advance national pride (Victor, Hult & Thurber, 2012). Despite the vari

ety o f political regimes around the world, seeking to answer questions such as "What is the role o f the 

government?" and "How should that role be played?" has always been central to the interest of scholars 

in this domain (Grosman, A., Okhmatovskiy, 1., & Wright, M, 1989). Specifically, scholarship on vari

eties of capitalism reckons that institutions give structure to the political economy and this affects pat

terns of economic performance, policy making, and the distribution of well-being (Hall& Soskice, 

2001 ). 
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Bremmer (2010) defines state capitalism as economies in which the state is the principal actor and 

judge and uses the markets for political gains. One crucial characteristic of state capitalism is "the exis

tence of c!ose ties binding together those who govern a country and those who run its 

enterprises" (Bremmer, 2009). This ideology was rooted in then-popular socialist and/or communist 

thought, structuralist economic theory focused on market rather than government, failures, and--espe

cially among developing countries-nationalism (Li, Liu& Wang,2015). Some common cases are Chi

na, Russia, and Venezuela, countries with a strong communist root and that have had a planned econo

my tradition (H ali& Soskice, 200 I). Yet observers h ave also found out that ali the BRIC countries, as 

most emerging economies, are characterized by corporate governance structures with high concentra

tion of ownership and inside investors (Gerlach,1992; Heugens, van Essen, & van Oosterhout, 2009). 

Besides China, major emerging economies ali practice some fonn of state capitalism (Li, Liu & Wang, 

2012). In regards to this interesting populism within the developing world, state capitalism receives 

both praise and criticism in scholarly examinations (Xing & Shaw, 2015). Some ofthe arguments that 

defend the merits o f state capitalism come from studies that examine the seemingly effective model o f 

Chinese political economy(Li, Liu & Wang, 2015; Xing & Shaw, 2015; Lin & Milhaupt,2013). Up un

til2015, China was the world's fastest-growing major economy, with growth rales averaging 10% over 

30 years (Wold Bank, 2016). During this period, the number of Chinese finns in the club of Fortune 

Global 500 swelled by five-fold from 12 to 57, next only to the US and Japan. Almost ali ofthese large 

Chinese finns are state-owned enterprises (SOEs) and the SOEs as a whole account for more than 80% 

ofChina's total stock market value (Li, Liu & Wang, 2012). In fact, the term state capitalism may itself 

originate from China's unique model of development. Since the mid-1990s the world has witnessed the 

emergence of a self-confident and self-proclaimed model in China, labeled with the contradictory ter

minologies "rnarket economy with Chinese characteristics" and "market socialism" (Xing & Shaw, 

2015). The active role played by the Chinese state in attaining macro-policy independence and socio

political stability has been the major force driving China's success in moving from an economy owned 

and controlled by the state (state socialism) to one supervised and regulated by the state by combining 

legal means with market mechanisms (Li, Liu & Wang, 2012). 
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Through a closer look into the Chinese growth model on the basis of survey data and archival 

sources, some scholars (L in & Milhaupt, 20 13) find the fac! that the "Chinese model" actually bears 

two sides ofthe same coin: one aspect ofthe model entails free market capitalism, such as competition, 

liberation, privatization and entrepreneurship; while another aspect of the model emphasizes the deci

sive role of the state in financiai and political control and in promoting SOEs at the expense of free 

competition and private entrepreneurship (Huang, 20 I 0). It is importao! to reckon both sides o f the 

co in. However, there is a debate among scholars concerning which side accounts more for the fast and 

relatively stable growth o f China. 

Observers claim that China's embrace of capitalism since 1978, and especially since joining the 

World Trade Organization in 2001, has been responsible for its boom. However, Bremmer (2011) ar

gued that it is not capitalism that powers China, but state capitalism--China's massive, centrally direct

ed industrial policy where the government funnels huge amounts of capital and labor in economic sec

tors it intends to nurture. Storesletten and Zilibotti (2011) argue that China's high growth is driven by 

the resource (especially capital) reallocation within the manufacturing sector from the low-productive 

SOEs to the high-productive private enterprises. Hsieh and Klenow (2009), whose study focuses on the 

horizontal competition between SOEs and private owned finns in the same industry ( or substituting 

industries), imply that SOEs and private enterprises cannot both expand, or equivalently, the aggregate 

economic growth cannot coexist with the low-efficient SOEs persistently outperforming POEs (Private 

Owned Enterprises). These studies predict that the increased competition due to trade liberalization 

would hurt the less efficient firn1s. However, in the case of China, the facts do not match with? these 

predictions. Finally. the drastic increase in the profitability of SOEs has been accompanied by the rapid 

ri se in China's expor!, especially after entering the WTO in 200 I when a wider liberalization o f the 

market was achieved. 
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On the other hand, there is still an argument that firmly insists that it is the private sector, not state 

capitalism, that is responsible for modem China's economic rise (The Economist, 2015). Li, Liu and 

Wang's theory (2012) argues that the high profitability ofChina's SOEs is not the cause ofthe coun

try's aggregate economic success. On the contrary, the aggregate economic growth seems more likely 

to be the consequence o f the surplus extraction from the dynamic downstream sectors that opera te un

der 'capitalism': economic deregulation, private ownership, and competition in both domestic and fo

reign markets. Described by The Economist (20 15) by a figurative use o f the expression "paper tiger 

and roaring dragon", without institutional reforms, the upstream SOEs would eventually strangle the 

expansion of the downstream private sectors and therefore undennine the growth sustainability of the 

aggregate economy. 

Yet, interestingly enough, apart from China, major emerging economies ali practice some forms of 

state capitalism (Li, Liu & Wang, 20 12). The implementation o f neoliberal policies and the acceptance 

o f neoliberal economic theories have resulted in decades o f privatization to increase the role o f the pri

vate sector in the economy since the 1970s (Springer et ai, 2016). lntrigued by the puzzle ofthe current 

massive existence of state capitalism, some analysts consider the comeback of state capitalism a dys

functional consequence ofthe recent global financiai crisis (Bremmer, 2010). Musacchio, Lazzarini and 

Aguilera (20 15) describe the transfonnation as a by-product o f the liberalization and privatization re

forms that began after the 1980s. In their studies of new varieties of state capitalism, they claim that 

privatizations were often partia! or incomplete. Under this circumstance, governments usually play as 

minority or majority shareholders, or as strategic partners in a variety of firms across multiple indus

tries. At the same time, by design or by accident, governments transformed the corporate governance of 

some of their largest SOEs in ways such as listing firms, recruiting independent board members, en

hrnlcing financiai reporting, outsourcing management to the private sector, etc. 
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1l1e 2008 global financiai crisis, according to Bresser-Pereira (2015), is an indication ofthe demise 

o f neoliberalism in ri c h countries. A steady growth o f economy, as h e argued, requires market coordina

tion combined with increased regulation (Bresser-Pereira, 20 15). Since the 1980s, Latin American 

countries have attempted to address economic problems with variations on the neoliberal theme (Nylen, 

1993). Among them. The Brazilian government, which embraced privatization in the 1990s, has been 

interfering with the likes of Vale and Petrobras and compelling smaller companies to merge to form 

national champions since Lula's government (The Economist ,2012). Lula, the Brazilian Worker's Par

ty (PT) candidate, was elected to be the head ofthe government in 2002 and took over promising a shift 

in the focus of economic and social policy from the Washington Consensus (Schutte, 2013). After con

centrating on gaining the confidence of the market with an orthodox macroeconomic policy, early in 

2006 the predominant focus became the construction of a new development model (Barbosa & Pereira 

de Souza, 20 I 0). Bresser-Pereira (20 15) defines new developmentalism by the existence o f moderate 

state intervention, mainly in the non-competitive sector of the economy, and moderate economic na

tionalism. It assumes that modem economic systems are formed by a large competitive sector where 

some industrial policy is advisable, but the economic coordination is essentially made by the market, 

and a non-competitive sector, mainly the infrastructure, where state planning and some state ownership 

are required (Bresser-Pereira, 20 16). 

Some other economists also elaborate their theories towards new developmentalism compared with 

the national developments. Sicsú, de Paula, and Michel (2007) have identified the main failures and 

mistakes that were made during the national developmentalist approach. Erber (20 lO) believed that 

inadequate economic and social inclusion was the great deficiency of the older developmentalist pat

tern. Analyzing the Brazilian experience during the Lula Administration, he found the co-existence of a 

more liberal approach with a clear attempt to promote a neo-developmental agenda. 
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However, most o f the studies merely focused on questions related to why the state should interfere 

and how state capitalization occurs. None ofthe studies above were able to clearly stress the problem

atic si de of the state's intervention, especially in the developing world. As Bresser-Pereira(20 15) point

ed out, developmentalism is nota fom1 of capitalism coordinated by the state (state-led), but a form of 

capitalism that is state and market-led, where the state takes precedence over the market but the two 

institutions (market and state) operate together. What is not emphasized enough is the governance de

sign through which the two institutions operate together and this has long been considered a complex 

and challenging issue to tackle. 

One o f the major characteristics that raises doubt on the state interference in the developing econo

mies is corporate govemance. All countries, whether developed or developing, face similar issues when 

it comes to corporate govemance. However, transition economies face additional hurdles because their 

corporate boards lack the institutional memory and experience that boards in developed market econo

mies have (Mcgee,2009). They have particular challenges that the more developed economies do not 

face to the same extent. Some ofthese extra challenges include establishing a rule-based (as opposed to 

a relationship-based) system of governance; combating vested interests; dismantling pyramid owner

ship structures that allow insiders to control and, at times, siphon off assets from publicly owned firms 

based on very little direct equity ownership and thus few consequences; severing links such as cross 

shareholdings between banks and corporations; establishing property right systems that clearly and ea

sily identifY true owners even ifthe state is the owner (when the state is an owner, it is important to in

dicate to which state branch or department this ownership is given and the accompanying rights and 

responsibilities); depoliticizing decision-making and establishing firewalls between the govemment 

and management in corporatized companies where the state is a dominant or majority shareholder; pro

tecting and enforcing minority shareholders' rights; preventing asset stripping after mass privatization; 

finding active owners and skilled managers amid diffuse ownership structures; and cultivating technical 

and professional expertise. Mcgee (2009) pointed out that these issues are more challenging when put 

into developing economies since these countries do not have a strong, long-established financiai institu

tion infrastructure. 
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Another factor that is suffering from scant examination in the state capitalism in the developing 

world is infonnal institutions. Informal institutions are of special significance in emerging economies 

where the functioning of formal corporate governance institutions, such as corporate ownership rights 

or relations with externai investors, are not transparent or well-enforced(Estrin & Prevezer, 2011). 

Ranging from bureaucratic and legislative norms to various fonns of clientelism or reliance on business 

or familial networks rather than fonnal access to banks, informal institutions may reveal the real incen

tives and constraints that underlie the functioning ofNOCs in emerging economies. 

In sum, a considerate amount of studies has already set the examination of state capitalism under 

the scope of emerging markets. Amongst which, China, due to its prominent national economic growth 

and the unigue development model behind it, attracts inguiries on the potential challenges and limita

tions o f Chinese state capitalism and analyses o f lhe Chinese state-market relationship in which institu

tional innovations, commodification of state power, and marketization of public resource play a positi

ve role in securing a certain levei of state-market-society embeddedness. Brazil, on the other hand, re

ceives attention on the notion of state capitalism by scholars' guest of an appropriate path of develop

ment that suits the country's unigue background combing traces of post-colonization and a premature 

capitalistic market. In conclusion ofthese new varieties, state capitalism in the 21st century challenges 

the conventional, polarized view of state versus private ownership. But guestions of how these new 

forms of state involvement can affect governance and whether such kinds of influence are problematic 

such that disadvantages outweigh advantages have been receiving scant attention and therefore call for 

more investigation. 

2.2. Comparative corporate governance models o f state capitalism 
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State capitalism works well only when directed by a competent state, which in reality is not always 

a naturally occurring case (Musacchio and Lazzarini, 2014).The differentiation among performances of 

state capitalism practices worldwide has therefore sparked substantial interest in international compari

son. One of the sociological approaches to conduct comparison is inspired by actor-centered institu

tionalism (Scharpf, 1997), stressing the interplay of institutions and firm-level actors. The state works 

with the finn by taking a corporate ownership. The corporate governance practices through which 

"structure of rights and responsibilities among the parties with a stake in the firm" (Aoki 2001) is es

tablished and therefore become crucial for those who seek to understand the heterogeneity of perfor

mances among different forrns of state capitalism. Scholars have approached the subject of corporate 

govemance from a variety of disciplinmy perspectives, including economics, management, law, politi

cal science, culture, and sociology (Aguilera & Jackson, 2010). Comparisons have been made through 

the foundation ofthese various theoreticallens to examine cross-national as well as cross-industrial dif:. 

ferences. 

The OECD organization published a report in 2005 that presents an attempt at a comparative over

view o f main practices and related issues in the corporate governance o f state-owned enterprises in the 

OECD area. The report fonns the basis and accompanying documentation for the Guidelines on Corpo

rale Governance o f State-Owned Enterprises, though it mainly focuses on the cases o f OECD countries. 

In the report, they offer a description o f lhe scale and scope o f the state sector in OECD countries, out

line the main types o f organization o f the ownership function in the state administration, and describe 

the main features ofthe present corporate governance of state-owned enterprises in OECD countries. 
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In a more recent study done by Bruton, Peng, Ahlstrom, Stan et ai (2015), the analysis has been 

conducted in a sample size of36 cases within 23 countries. Their study mainly contributed with a fuller 

analysis o f hybrid SOEs and added theory and evidence regarding research on the varieties o f capital

ism. The presentation selects cases of SOEs from four specific industry sectors- natural resources/en

ergy, transportation, manufacturing, and finance, and they examined each of the different mixtures of 

ownership ofthese sectors. However, the study merely seems to add a more detailed description ofhow 

these hybrid organizations are different through the mixed ownership and add almost no inquiry to the 

exact mechanism o f how such hybrid nature can lead to certain governance issues and how to improve 

the govemance practice in these organizations. 

Musacchio, Lazarrini and Agui1era's study (20 15) stresses an explanation o f the relationship bet

ween a state intervention and govemance perfonnances, and therefore adds more to the finn-level go

vemance and performance implications. In their paper, in the pursuit of examining under which condi

tions the new models o f state capitalism will mitigate some o f the "liabilities o f stateness" and lead to 

improved governance practices and superior perfonnance at the firm leve!, they uncover how different 

institutional constraints can alter the perfonnance gap between SOEs and private finns. They specifi

cally propose that, for example, for SOEs where the state is involved as a majority investor, when there 

are high to moderate voids in production factor markets, high to moderate voids (with protections for 

private minority shareholders) in capital markets, and checks and balances against govermnental inter

ferences, they are more likely to reduce their performance gap compared with the performance of 

private firms. Their study did not offer any actual empirical evidence to support their propositions, yet 

the proposed model certainly leaves us with some intriguing cues with which to conduct comparative 

studies. Specifically, further inquiries can be made to define which conditions result in voids in factor 

markets and voids in capital market what are the checks and balances that can work against govern

mental interference in order to enlight questions such as wben to maintain a SOE and keep the stata as 

a majority investor. 
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A variety of lenses and scopes have been offered as well, to examine SOEs in pursuit of answering 

questions, such as why SOEs exist and how they endure. There has been research studying correlations 

between the govemance of these hybrid organizations and their perfonnances specifically through the 

lenses of corporate governance, public administration and economic incentive regulation (Victor, Hult 

& Timmber, 2012; Morgan & Yeoung, 2007). There is a comparative repor! on SOEs of OECD coun

tries that outlines the ownership function o f those companies and describes their main features o f cor

porate governance such as board composition, function, how boards are nominated, and how the com

panies perfonn their main tasks (OECD, 2005). There's also rich studies on effectiveness of corporate 

governance and imp1ications of policies through an organizational approach by looking at costs, con

tingencies, and complementaries that propose a case-based, historical, and actor-centered fonn of insti

tutional approach through the lenses of economics, culture, law, and politics to unravel the myth 

(Aguileira et a!, 2008,2010, 2011). 
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Through these lates! studies which focus on SOEs, a certain leve! of understanding of SOEs as an 

important fonn of state capitalism has been offered and the varieties of forms of state involvement and 

intervention throughout the world have been presented. Empirical studies of SOEs generally reach sim

ilar conclusions. Although there are severe difficulties in separating the effects of public ownership 

from other factors, most findings demonstrate that state-owned enterprises and mixed enterprises 

(where both the state and private capital hold significant company shares) perform worse than private 

companies (Boardman &Vining 1989; Gónzalez-Páramo & Hernández De Cos, 2005). A few other 

studies, however, reach a contrary conclusion, finding that state ownership does not necessarily reduce 

performance (Martin & Parker 1995; Kole & Mulherin, 1997). Some authors seeking to reconcile these 

findings with economic theory conclude that competition and well-functioning markets, rather than 

ownership, are the primary detenninants of SOE perfonnance (Caves & Christensen, 1980; Kay & 

Thompson, 1986; Feng et al, 2004). Echoing the view that ownership type is not per se the mos! impor

tant facto r affecting performance, Vernon-Wortzel and Wortzel (1989) find that performance problems 

for SOEs are mos! often re!ated to lack of clarity in company goals and limited organizational capacity 

to achieve those goals (which are often but not necessarily tied to state ownership). Yet, in the case of 

oi! companies/sector, there are still some other scholars who find that the goals that govemment sets 

for its NOC are exp!icitly or otherwise the single most important explanation of NOC perfonnance. 

NOC management also plays a role in performance, but state goals are usually more important (Victor, 

Hult & Thumber, 2012). 

In their recent systematic study that focuses so!ely on national oi! companies (NOCs), Victor, Hult & 

Thumber (2012) have come up with specific propositions on the relationships between governance el

ements and NOC perfonnance. They hypothesized that NOCs perform better in states that have unified 

control over the companies and worse in states that have fragmented control; NOC performance is pos

itively related to monitoring -heavy systems and negatively related to procedure-heavy systems; and 

NOCs perform better when their home states primarily rely on law-based mechanisms to administer 

them and worse when states depend mostly on infonnal mechanisms. 
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Looking at the past comparative studies and case analyses, we conclude that: first of ali, the com

mon dichotomy of SOEs vs. POEs (private owned) or state capitalism vs. liberal capitalism is outdated, 

leaving the comparison incomplete and unfruitful, particularly when it comes to cases in the emerging 

markets. As Bruton, Peng, Ahlstrom, Stan et ai (2015) pointed out, today most ofthe SOEs worldwide 

are hybrid organizations, which have elements of state ownership and control on one hand and private 

participation in ownership and control on the other hand. The assumption of a direct correlation be

tween state ownership and control as well as a dichotomy between state-owned and private firms done 

by the previous limited research on SOEs is therefore unwarranted. Secondly, traditional models of 

corporate govemance such as the pure Anglo-American ones or pure Continental ones can no longer be 

taken for granted to explain these new models that are rooted in the emerging markets (Aguleria & 

Jackson, 20 I 0). Although a significant amount o f comparative studies on corporate govemance o f 

SOEs in OECD countries have been conducted, SOEs in emerging markets like Latin America and East 

As ia have received relatively little examination. As some o f the past com pari sons among SOEs cross

ing different industries were not able to clearly demonstrate how performances differ among them. In 

the sight o f sue h reality we consider there is gap to fill by examining the detailed and specified charac

teristics o f how govemance is practiced under a certain kind o f national industrial policy and the differ

ent institutional environment. 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 
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3.1. Goals of comparison 

Our research uses the comparative method to conduct a systematic analysis that offers an interpreti

ve understanding (Co1lier, 1992) ofNOCs in the emerging economies. Our comparison is aimed at hi

ghlighting the differences between Petrobras and PetroChina, specifically in the way they interact with 

their host govemment. One o f the major purposes to conduct such a comparison isto see i f we can rely 

on the rramework built by the past studies to interpret how parallel processes of change are carried out 

in different ways within each context (China and Brazil) using specifically the rramework that Vitor, 

Hults & Thurber (2012) came up with in their study on exploring why NOCs persist and how these 

firms behave and function. In their rramework, they emphasize two factors (state goals, state institu

tions) to fill in lhe gap that there is a lack o f a theory to explain how N OCs interact with their host go

vemments. The comparison that we made between Petrobras and PetroChina is therefore targeted on 

measuring the different state goals and state institutions in Brazil and China. By contrasting these two 

companies, and by seeking out explanations for the contras! combining the previous :ITamework, we are 

going to extend our analysis to identi:f'y the institutional factors that contribute to the resilience of 

NOCs .. 

3 .2. Case selection 
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A central and legitimate issue of comparativo analysis is case selection (Mills et ai, 2006). In our 

study, we follow the "most similar case-comparison" discipline (Aguileira & Jackson, 20 I 0), which is 

to select cases with the maximum numher of similar-ifnot identical-features, with the exception of 

the variable on the phenomenon to be studied. Namely, we consider that PetroChina and Petrobras both 

belong to the oil & gas sector, both have the state as a majority investor and both are embedded within 

the emerging market. However, a presumption is also made as they belong to institutional environments 

with contras! política] regimes and, consequently, different state incentives and other structural condi

tions. We believe that PetroChina and Petrobras are similar in many variables that are not central to the 

study, thus in effect "controlling" for these variables, and differ in terms of the key variables (state 

goals, state institutions) that are the focus of our analysis. Through a closer look at these two cases, a 

clear contras! can be demonstrated and a rich understanding o f the interaction between state and NOCs 

can be developed (Ragin, 1987; Yin, 2013). 
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An intriguing fact about the two NOCs' recent performances also causes us to pick them up for a 

comparison. Specifically, we consider that the two NOCs' current perfonnances are indicating some 

inconsistencies with the findings of the recent studies on evaluating their perfonnances (Victor,Hult& 

Thumber, 2012) as there is seemingly a shift in tenns ofthe resilience ofthese two companies. In {oi] 

and governance} , Petrobras is rated as "high," whereas CNPC (China National Petroleum Corpora-

tion) is rated as "upper middle" in tenns o f their performance. Brazil is considered as one o f the coun

tries that has durable governments with a Jong time horizon and professional, technically capable bu

reaucracies, Jess stable and Jarge political uncertainties (narrower groups of elites). 1t is among the 

world leaders in deep water technology; steadily increasing oi! and natural gas production; has strong 

refining capabilities; and has outstanding exploration results, especially massive pre-salt finds in Cam

pos Basin, though that is creating new política! pressures to reorganize the oil sector, which may de

grade long-term capabilities at Petrobras. However, the perfonnance o f Petrobras went through drama t

i c shift3 in the past few years (now the company has Ratings of S&A: BB) and recently the national 

economic crisis began penneating the country's political scenario and is Jeading to the refonn of the 

country's economic policy. China has neither (oi! nor gas) fuel in abundance (Jiang, 2012). CNPC has 

some main characteristics: it has strong technological and R&D capabilities with a specialty in man

agement of mature fields; it has significant operations abroad, especially in places where, politically, 

other finns could not operate; it is financially viable but significantly Jess efficient than major IOCs, 

due in part to lhe burden o f providing employment; and it h as excellent financiai perfonnance on paper 

of listed subsidiary PetroChina, which is misleading due to ubiquitous and opaque financiai relation

ships with CNPC and the state. PetroChina (CNPC) has proven resilient (now the company has ratings 

of S&A: AA-), especially when put together with Petrobras. lts relationship with the Chinese state is 

still considered a balancing act between assuring financiai efficacy and the government's efforts to as

sure social stability and a cheap supply o f energy needed for economic growth. 1t is, therefore, the con-

3 Petrobras, the state owned oil company. has been playing a major part in this crisis-evolving process. The accusation pointed to Ms. Rousseff and its 
political party PT is based on the bribe scandal centered on Petrobras. claiming that from 2003 PT governments have been installing an organizsed scheme 
of graft in Petrobras which funnelled money to the parly and its allies with the aim ofsecuring a permanent hold on power. Moreover. the vice president 
Mr. Temer, who is now taking contrai ofthe country's embattled government. is, no without exception,ally a part ofthe bribes and power" abusing scandal 
too, as he himselfwas being accused o f (playing: a key role in obtaining posts at Petrobras for two executives who have since been sentenced to prison on 
charges including fraud and bribery 
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trast between the assessment of these two companies by past studies and the current situation, which 

demonstrates a clear difference in their resilience, that has intrigued us to compare !hem. 

3.3. Comparison Template 

The template adopted by this paper under which mos! of the characteristics are examined is merged 

from some ofthe recent comparison studies ( Pargendler, Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2013; OECD, 2005; 

Vitor, Hults & Thurber, 20 12). In the comparative report (OECD, 2005) that covers a comparison 

among 24 countries in the OECD organization, the presentation is structured under the following per

spectives: the organization of the ownership fimction within the state administration, relationship of 

SOEs with other shareholders, the role of stakeho!ders in corporate govemance, transparency and dis

c!osure, and the board of directors in SOEs. In resemblance to the perspectives adopted by the OECD 

(2005) comparative repor!, Mcgee's book (2009) on country studies of corporate govemance in devel

oping countries also adopted a template designed by the World Bank which evaluates various corporate 

governance categories. We synthesize both of templates adopted by these two. Moreover, as lhe cases 

selected in this paper have been narrowed down to the specific ownership structure (state as a majority 

investor) and to the specific economic sector (oi] & gas), we account for the broader institutional envi

ronment and collaborate more on the dynamic and historical institutional actors embedded within 

Brazil and China to generate a more systematic comparison for better tackling lhe issue o f how institu

tions matter. 

As mos! NOC govemance systems are a hybrid of corporate governance, public administration, and 

regulation (Vitor, Hults & Thurber, 2012), we choose to lay out the analysis as follows: the first part 

will present a brief overview ofthe two companies' history, including lhe main rationale for their emer

gence and development and subsequent large privatization programs as well as reforms; the second part 

wi!l specifica!ly look at the mechanisms that embody the basic corporate governance characteristics, 

including the ownership structure, the board composition, the management selection and compensation, 

and the company's financiai independence from their host government; the third part will focus on the 
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interplay between NOCs and their host governments, par1icularly on the state's side (how the state in

serts its influence ), namely the public administration, the regulations system designed by the host gov

ermnent and the evidence of strong state intervenlion; and laslly, how lhe govemance difficullies derive 

also from a number of characteristics that may be depending on countries' administrative traditions, the 

cullure (OECD,2005), the social norms, which are as Helmke and Levitsky (2003) describe "lhe aclual 

rules that are being followed" and shape incentives in systematic ways. We will also briefly discuss the 

infonnal institutions o f these two countries and their dynamics with the formal ones, respectively. 

4. ANALYSIS 
4.1. Historical Development 
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A quick look into the histmy of these two companies reveals that the state's control of !hem 

emerged under different circumstances and for different reasons. They also followed a quite different 

developing trajectory. Brazil's Petrobras was formally a mixed enterprise since its creation in 1953, 

even though the lion's share of its financing came directly from the state (Pargendler, Musacchio & 

Lazzarini,20!3). lts founding followed a nationalistic campaign known as "the oil is ours" and there 

were great hopes to find promising oil fields along Brazil's shores to propel the country's economic and 

industrial development. Unlike other NOCs, which were founded amid oil riches, Petrobras was not 

created to be a source of fiscal resources to the government or to provide politically oriented services 

such as local employment (Oliveira, 20 !I). Successive Brazilian governments gave Petrobras lhe man

a geria] autonomy needed at the beginning to deliver on the government's central goal: to save scarce 

hard currency and provi de a competitive, secure fuel supply for the industrialization o f Brazil. Howev

er, Petrobras was not very successful at finding oil in Brazilian soil in the very beginning, at least not in 

the amount necessary to supply the domestic market (Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2004). Investment by 

Brazilian private shareholders was initially compulsory, derived from a mandatory tax imposed on au

tomobile owners in exchange for shares (Pargendler, Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2013). Until the !970s, 

Petrobras operated mainly as a trading company, importing crude oil and refined products and its stock 

was one of the mos! traded on Brazilian stock exchanges. Petrobras used its monopolistic power over 

Brazilian oi! resources to lower the financia! and operational risks o f testing new technologies, which 

might have deterred competitive companies (Oliveira, 2012). lt was not until the !990s (by the design 

of president Fernando Henrique Cardoso, who led to thepartial privatization of oi! industry) that its 

monopoly was relaxed, the government floated a larger minority of its stake, and it began issuing 

American Depositary Receipts (ADRs) on the NYSE in 2000. The new legal and economic context 

prompted radical changes in Petrobras, opening a new era for the company to pursue better financiai 

performances and business-driven interests. However, at the end of 2002, the left-wing party (PT) won 

the presidential election and shifted the country's economic policies in a more command and control 

direction. In 2007, the goverrunent immediately decided to stop the licensing of blocks in the pre-salt 
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area4 and ordered a review of the regulatory fi·amework for the development of the pre-salt oi I re

sources. In 2009, a proposal rrom the government was sent to the congress urging the establishment of 

a new relationship with the oil companies, including Petrobras, and this marked the end of the period 

(1995-2008) of deregulation (Oliveira, 2012). The company had been widely seen as a well-managed, 

efficient leader in the industry until 2013. However, since the moment that scandals of corruption were 

revealed from within Petrobras, the country's economic scene has been shaken. Brazil has been experi

encing an economic recession since early 2014 that has continued into 2016 (Barua & Akrur, 2016). 

This recession is also coupled with a political crisis in Brazil that has resulted in the impeachment of 

Dilma Rousseff and widespread dissatisfaction with the current political system. The economy had 

shrunk by around 4.5% according to lhe Financiai Times by the end of20l5 (Financia] Times, 2016). 

4 The discoveries made in the pre-salt are among the world's most important in the past decade, The pre-salt province comprises large accumulations o f 
e:-.:cellent quality. high commercial value light oil.Afl:cr lhe Brazilian government announced the discovery ofnew oi! reserves in deep water ("pre-salt") 
arcas in 2007, a discussion emerged on who would be allow to exploit the newly discovered oi L In end. it was decided that Petrobras itselfwould be single 
operator o f lhe oi! flelds in partnership with other investors who would share part ofthe oi! revenues. 
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China's PetroChina has followed a quite different historical trajectory. Although it was technically 

founded in the much ]ater year of 1999, and although it immediately went public, being listed in 2000 

as a subsidiary of China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC), PetroChina's history dates back to 

being a govemmental department ofthe Communist government ofChina in the year of 1949 when the 

country was founded in compliance with its parent company CNPC. The birth o f CNPC was a resulto f 

a systematic, seven-year-long nationalization and confiscation o f private capital and businesses (Li and 

Xiang, 2011) after lhe communist party o f China won the civil war and took charge o f the government. 

The confiscation was not intended simply to intervene in the market, but to replace the market follow

ing the industrialization model of the Soviet Union's centrally controlled economic system (Chen, 

20 13). As the imminent collapse o f the national economy marked the end o f the disastrous Cultural 

Revolution in the 1970s, China started its reform and openness policy in 1978, giving up the unique 

orthodoxy of planned economy. Deng Xiaoping's radical policies, 5 which accelerated the reform 

process toward a full-fledged market economy, left the SOEs in a harsh situation facing the more liber

al competition. Starting in the late 1980s, many previous government ministries were eliminated gradu

ally, with their business entities and assets directly transferred into newly established SOEs (Chen, 

2013). Among them is CNPC (the parent ofPetroChina), which was a direct replacement ofMinistry of 

Petroleum Industry (MP!). The follow-up birth o f PetroChina was a part o f the 'three year battle' aim

ing to turn around the SOEs situation within three years, between 1998 and 2000 (Li, Liu & Wang, 

20 12). The key strategy o f lhe state is restructuring and consolidating large enterprises while relaxing 

centro] over small ones and PetroChina was established as ajoint stock company with limited liabilities 

in 1999 as part of the restructuring o f CNPC to improve the efficiency o f it being wholly owned by the 

state company. The reported perfonnance of PetroChina, as the public ann of CNPC, listed on the 

Hong Kong, Shanghai, and New York stock exchanges, is considered to be a financially successful en

terprise whose financiai performance rivais any intemational oil company (JOC). 

5 Deng Ied China through far-reaching market-economy reforms. under a socialist market economy strategy. The opening and reform process started in 

1979. 
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In sum, though founded under two quite different political regimes, the initial motive o f the go

vemments to set up these two companies, Petrobras and PetroChina, seem to be similar: they were both 

created as institutional devices to reach a place o f self-sufficiency on energy for the country and facili

tate the country's industrialization. However, Petrobras's path of development seems to be more com

plicated than PetroChina's. Whereas Petrobras has experienced privatization, deregulation, and a co

meback of strong state interference. PetroChina's reform seems to follow a sole and coherent logic: li

beralization of the country's economy and bringing more market-like forces within the company to 

make it look more like a western company. The driving forces behind these reforms come from very 

different political incentives andare embedded strongly within the two countries' política! and structu

ral designs. The dynamics will be presented more in the third part, where we deliver more details about 

the interplay between the company and the state. 

4.2. Corporate governance characteristics 
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Over its histmy, corporate govemance h as developed a broadly shared set o f formal practices for 

governing large organizations concerned with profit generation (Khanna et ai. 2006) while infonnal 

practices diverge and will be discussed more in the fourth part. National oi] companies' governance 

echoes many ofthose practices (Victor, Hults & Thurber, 2012). In the white paper ofthe importance 

of corporate governance in state owned enterprises (Sodali, 2012), corporate governance matters be

cause it is concerned with maintaining both the long-term national interests and internai business per

spectives, with helping to better access capital, improving relationships with minar shareholders, as 

well as strengthening public relations and communications with stakeholders. 

In this part, we will present some o f the basic characteristics o f lhe corpo rale governance o f these 

two National Oi I Companies (NOCs) by looking at how the ownership is constructed, how lhe board is 

composed, how the senior managers are selected and compensated, and how financially independent 

they are regarding their host governments as well as their financiai transparency. The data are obtained 

partly from the 20F forms filed by Petrobras and PetroChina with the Securities and Exchange Com

mission and partly collected from the news and the companies' websites. 

4.2.1. Ownership structure 
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The existing research on state owned enterprises has tended to view state ownership in black-and

white terms- that is, a fiim is either state owned or it is not (Kornai, 1992; Shleifer, 1998). This view 

is outdated as lhe new trend is to adopt lhe tlexibility o f the ownership and create a hybrid ownership 

pattern where both the state and private capital hold company shares (Bruton, Peng, Ahlstrom, Stan et 

ai., 2015). Shareholder control is an internai governance mechanism, which can range from a sole ma

jority owner to numerous small shareholders, and is likely to intluence other elements o f the corporate 

governance bundle (Desender, 2011). Both Petrobras and PetroChina can be considered as mixed en

terprises; however, there is a clear difference on how the ownership is constructed. 

In table I, I show variation in degree o f state ownership and control (the share o f equity and votes 

held by the government) and in the leveis o f managerial autonomy conferred on the company (the ex

tent to which the finn controls lhe use o f its own resources, independent o f government approval). The 

ownership structure of Petrobras underscores lhe robust private interest in state-owned enterprises. De

spite lhe fact that lhe government has uncontested control over the firm by holding a majority of the 

voting stock, a large propmtion of equity is owned by private, minority investors. Minority sharehold

ers have 56.3% of cash flow rights. Furthennore, Petrobras's charter, in accordance with Brazilian cor

porate law, allows minority shareholders to vote as a block and elect up to two externai board members 

if a greater number of seats is not available under cumulative voting. This is illustrated by the fact that 

Petrobras privatized a relevant amount of its capital and gave a majority of the voting capital and a 

golden share to veto major decisions ofthe firrn. 
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In contras!, established as CNPC's sole promoter, PetroChina is 86.5% owned by this government

owned corporation CNPC. The relationship between CNPC and PetroChina cannot merely be described 

as ownership. In addition to CNPC's relationship with PetroChina as their controlling shareholder, 

CNPC by itself or through its affíliates also provides PetroChina with certain services and products ne

cessary for their business activities, such as construction and technical services, production services, 

materiais supply services and financiai services. In effect, CNPC is the financiai capital of the Petro

China and PetroChina is an operating company that holds CNPC's most profitable assets (Jiang, 2011). 

CNPC and PetroChina are not separate entities; rather, they are more akin to divisions of the same 

company that are separated by porous technica] and legal barriers with one division listed on stock ex

changes mainly for the purpose ofraising money. 

The ownership structure comparison therefore reveals that there is fundamental difference in the go

vernment incentives for allowing or promoting the mixed ownership in these two countries. In Petro

bras, the evidence o f the robust private interest indicates that lhe state allows for an impaired state ow

nership. However, this does not imply the willingness to loosen up control on the enterprise and the in

dustry (as discussed !ater in the third part). In PetroChina, the unique model created by CNPC, demon

strates that Chinese government still believes that owning the enterprise is the most effective way to 

control the oi] & gas industry. As the government is "reinforcing the large SOEs while releasing the 

small ones" (Chen, 2013), the Zhua Da Fang Xiao policy indicates that the role ofthe publicly listed 

PetroChina is just an instrument for encouraging equity investment in China's oil sector. 

Table 1. Corporate Governance in Petrobras, Petrochina(2015) 
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1 
Petrobras -F;rochi~ l 

I I 

r Corporate governance I 

Chartered as a stand-alone I Yes Yes 
company? 

1 
Listed on a local stock ex-

I 

[ change Yes (São Paulo) Yes (Shanghai, Hongkong) 

! Cross-listed stock Yes (NYSE) Yes (NYSE) ~ ~oom o< _,.ffi (BOO) 

19 
11 (7 of which are affiliated 

Number of seats with CNPC and its sub-

I Number of externai directors 

sidiaries) 

]2 4 .--j ' I Number of employee repre-
1 o 

I sentatives 

Externai directors are a major-[ N I 
ity? o ·No 

--~ --·--·--------+---------·-·-
Government officials on BOD? Yes Yes 

I Shareholder rights and gov't . 
wer 

I Dual-class shares (voting/ Yes (voting shares and non- One class (one-share,one-
nonvoting) voting preferred shares) vote) 

50.2% (gov"t) + 

I 
Share of votes held by gov- 8.2% (gov't owned 86.5% (gov't owned CNPC) ernment 

BNDESPAR) (2012) 

Gov't cash flow rights (% of 28.70% (gov't) + 15% (gov't 
86.5% (gov't owned CNPC) total equity) owned BNDESPAR) (2012) 

Do minority shareholders have 
Yes, two(or greater under cu-lhe right to elect board mem- No 

bers? mulative voting) 

Returns to government 

25.2% net(34% minus deduc-~ 13%_17% ·1 Taxes as a % of revenues 

==l 
I (2015) tlons) o o 

I Additional payments to gov-
Dividends Dividends ernment 

Source: Data obtained from the 20F forms filed by Petrobras, PetroChina with the Securities and Exchange 
Commission for the year ended December 31, 2015. 
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4.2.2. Board composition 
Boards are, by definition, the internai governing mechanisms that shape firm governance given their 

direct access to the two other axes in the corporate governance triangle: managers and shareholders 

(Aguilera, R. V, & Desender, K. a. 20 li). The board receives its authority from stockbolders o f corpo

rations and its job is to hire, fire, compensate, and advise top management on bebalf o f those sharehol

ders (Jensen, 1993) as well as to monitor top management teams to assure they comply witb tbe exi

sting regulation. NOC shareholder(s) have the power to name members of the board, approve major 

corporate transformations, and propose resolutions affecting the company. Because of the state's posi

tion as controlling shareholder, many NOC boards are stocked with government members or appoin

tees, and the board's power may be perfunctory (Macey, 2008). 

The proportion of outside directors is positively associated with finn efficiency (L in, Ma & Su, 

2008). Therefore, it is important to look at who the board is composed of to see i f there is a balance 

created to equalize the power among the directors with different interest incentives and breakdown the 

"block contrai" in which ownership is concentrated in a small number of stockholders. 
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In table 1, I show the detailed composition o f the boards o f these two companies. Both firms have 

externa] members as a minority par! o f their composition who are relatively independent from the go

vemment. The presence of government officials has been common. Conversely, the policy towards em

ployee representativeness is different in these two firms. In 20 I O, the Brazilian Corporate Law passed a 

statute mandating the presence of an employee representative on the board of any federal SOE, Petro

bras currently has one, while PetroChina, with no specific crítería set by the governance law, has no 

employee representatíve. Although the conflicts of interest between shareholders (who aim for maxí

mum financia] retums) and employees (who seek higher salaries) are well known, both groups share an 

interest in reducing política] interference in arder to maximize the finn 's revenue. However, the em

ployee representative sitting on Petrobras's board o f dírectors (Conselho de Administração) h as come 

to openly criticize what h e sees as excessive political interference in the firm 's management decisions. 

Meanwhile a majority of government officials interact with elected representatives of employees and 

minority shareholders. Although Petrobras grants a mínimum of two board seats to minority sharehol

ders, as 1 will elaborate on below, the precise practical operation and effectiveness o f these representa

tives has been challenged. 

4.2.3. Financia! Independence 

A key concern in N OCs' operational efficiency is how financially independeo! the firm is from the 

government (Pargendler, M., Musacchio, A., & Lazzarini, S. G. 2013). We also show in table I the ex

tent to whích the govemments of Brazil and China tax these finns and how much the government col

lects in the fonn of divídends. The Brazilian government takes around 25% in taxes and receives divi

dends according to the set cash-flow right of its shares (28.7%). The Chinese govemment takes a rela

tívely lower ratio (13%-17%) in taxes; however, the big cash flow rights (86.5%) it owns guarantees 

that the govemment takes a majority ofPetroChina's profits. PetroChina's payments to CNPC are limi

ted to dividends and payments for services provided to them by CNPC and for the year ending Decem

ber 31, 2015, PetroChina distributed as divídends 45% of its reported income for the year attributable 

to their sha.reholders. 
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Both companies possess a certain capacity to retain eamings to make investments. In terms o f liabi

lity of liquidity and capital resources, neither of the finns h ave complete budgetary autonomy granted 

by the govemment. Petrobras needs government approval for certain large investrnent projects, while 

PetroChina needs approval for investment projects and its entire budget. The Brazilian federal govem

ment maintains control over Petrobras's investment budget and establishes limits on Petrobras's in

vestments and long-term debt. As a state-control!ed entity, it must submit proposed annual budgets to 

the MPBM (Ministry of Planning, Budget and Management) and the MME (Ministry of Mines and 

Energy). Following review by these governmental authorities, their approved budget may possibly re

duce or alter their proposed investments and incurrence of new debt. However, although the total levei 

of their annual capital expenditures is regulated, the specific application of funds is left to Petrobras' 

discretion. In PetroChina's case, they must obtain PRC (People's Republic of China) government ap

proval for any project involving significant capital investment for refining and chemicals, marketing, 

and natural gas and pipeline seg:ments. While Petrobras has more financiai autonomy from the govern

ment and can use retained earnings to finance expansion, PetroChina, as a part o f the restructuring pro

cess of CN PC, has its assets and liabilities related to the businesses o f exploration and production, refi

ning and marketing, chemicals, and natural gas subject to its parent corporation (CNPC). Therefore, 

PetroChina has less flexibility when it comes to the use of the resources it generates. The ownership 

percentage enables CNPC to not only control PetroChina's policy and management affairs, but also af

fect the ti:ming and amount o f dividend payments and adopt amendments to some o f the provisions o f 

their articles of association. In the case of Petrobras, their re!ative financiai autonomy allows them to 

set aside funds to invest in long-tenn projects. Yet, this analysis does not provide a clear answer as to 

whether mixed enterprises in the oi! industry focus on short-term results, as a response to investors, or 

on the maximization of oi! rents in the long run for the majority shareholder (i.e., the government). 

Pargendler, Musacchio & Lazzarini (2013) argue that it seems the answer is somewhere in between. In 

the case of Petrobras, given their large investment budgets, the management is not solely preoccupied 

with short-term considerations. This is important because state goals in systems without effective 

checks and balances are more likely to be short-term in nature and to focus on delivering benefits to a 

narrower group o f elites ("private goods") (Victor, Hults &Thurber, 2012 ). Further affecting state goals, 
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as Victor, Hults &Thurber(20 12) argue, there are various structural conditions, ranging from the quality 

ofa state's institutions (further discussed below) to its dependence on hydrocarbon revenues to its levei 

of economic development. 

4.2.4. Management Selection and Compensation 
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Since govemments traditionally intervened in state owned enterprises by nominating as managers 

either politicians or politically-connected individuais (Mussaccio, 20 !3), it is interesting to Jook at how 

top management are selected in these two companies. In Table 2, we show a series of variables with 

which to compare these two firms in terms o f their selection process for C E Os and whether their com

pensation packages are incentive-compatible. 

In terms of management selection, both Petrobras's and PetroChina's CEOs are selected by the 

board of directors. In Petrobras, however, the board is packed with govemment officials and govern

ment-appointed members. The appointment of the CEO, in practice, is a highly política] process, with 

the president o f Brazil having ultimate fiat power when it comes to who runs Petrobras and how it's run 

(Pargendler, Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2013). In the case ofPetroChina, CNPC, the parent company, is 

able to elect their entire board of directors without the concurrence of any other shareholders. Among 

11 seats of the board's se1ected members, seven of the directors are affiliated with CNPC or its sub

sidiaries. CNPC is in a position to completely contrai PetroChina's policies and management affairs. 

The current CEO of PetroChina ho1ds a position as vice president of CNPC and the chief secretary of 

Communist Party of China (PRC) (the Chinese po1itica1 regime requires every workplace to have a 

communist party unit). The background of the CEOs of these two finns shows that PetroChina has 

more politicians appointed as CEO than Petrobras has. On the one hand, in PetroChina, CEO employ

ment terms appear more stab1e and longer 1asting (Pargend1er, Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2013). On the 

other hand, in Petrobras, CEOs have shorter tenures, but their appointments usually do not coincide 

with presidentia1 elections. 
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A major source of concem ora major element that differentiates SOEs from private owned compa

nies is that in SOEs, managers have incentives to improve the company's financiai performance. In 

NOCs that are mainly owned by the govemment, CEOs may have conflicting objectives that discour

age !hem from running the firms profitably (Bruton, Peng, Ahlstrom, Stan et ai., 20 I 5). Additionally, 

large SOEs may be too big to fail, resulting in govemment bail-outs when faced with significant losses 

(that is, CEOs of SOEs face a soft-budget constraint), which further compromises the incentive for fi

nancially responsible management. However, both Petrobras and PetroChina have executive compensa

tion packages that include "pay-for-performance" components. In PetroChina's case, the senior man

agement members' compensation has two component, package, performance evaluation results.compo

nents, namely, fixed salaries and variable compensation. The variable of specific performance targets, 

such as income for the year, return which accounts for approximately 75% ofthe total compensation is 

linked to the attainment on capital, and the individual 

Table 2. C E Os, Incentives,and Reporting in Petrobras and PetroChina (20 I 5) 
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Petrobras Petrochina 

CEOs/incentíves 

CEO appointed by Board of directors CNPC 

Aldemir Bendine (former CEO o 
Banco do Brasil) 

Dongjin 
Current CEO *Pedro Parente(chairman o Wang(engineer,technicaiM 

8M&F8o;espa SA) pointed by politician) 
800 in May 2016 to be the 
newest CEO 

Background(1990-2016. 5) (1999-2016.5) 

Number of CEOs 14 6 
CEOs who were politicians(As 

12 6 
% ofall CEDs) 

AV9.CEO tenure in years 

Do CEOs usually change after 
Oout of() No 

!presidential elections 
Does CEO compensation have 

Yes Yes 
a oav-forMoerformance 

CEOs get stock options No No 

CEOS have shares Yes No 

Financiai information and . 

transoarencv 

Autonomous budget No. No 

Privately Audited financiais Yes Yes 

Accounting standards IFRS IFRS 

Financiai reporting Quarterly Quarteny 

Main institutional investors 
Local pension funds, Wellington Management, 

Black Rock Dimensional Fund Advisors 

S&P rating of long-term 
88 AA-(CNPC) domestic currency bonds 

Ministry of Land 
National Oil and Resources(MLR), Ministry 

Regu/ation Agency(ANP),Iinked to the of Commerce (MOFCOM) 
Ministry of Mines and Energy ,National Development and 

Reform Commission (NDRC) 

Source: Data obtained from the 20F forms filed by Petrobras, PetroChina with the Securities and Ex

change Commission for the year ended December 31, 2015. 
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Besides the concerns ofthe managers' incentives influence on the finn's financiai performance, the 

transparency, especially with the financiai information, also stands as a major principie to guide good 

governance (OECD, 2004). There should be a focus on accountability, transparency and integrity con

sidering the various financia] scandals regarding mismanagement and abuse of public money. To have 

shareholders and other stakeholders ( e.g., creditors) closely monitor the firm 's management is regarded 

as one important way to improve transparency and minimize the principal-agent problem in any firm 

(Dey, 2008). Effective monitoring, in turn, requires a certain levei o f financia! transparency with stan

dardized quality (Bebchuk, Cohen & Ferrell, 2009). In state-owned enterprises that do not have private 

investors, the difficulty in monitoring by stakeholders is compounded by the fact that CEOs may not 

want to have financia] reports that adeguately allow the government to scrutinize their perfonnance, 

and in state-owned enterprises that have a mixed ownership, they protect the interests of minority 

shareholders(Lazzarini & Aguileira, 20 15). Both Petrobras and PetroChina have facilitated the monitor

ing process by having audited financiais that comply with International Financiai Reporting Standards 

(IFRS), which are set by the International Accounting Standards Board. In order to guarantee report 

guality, both finns hire internationally recognized accounting firms to audit their guarterly financiais. 

Having such transparent financiai reporting practices allows large institutional investors to more effec

tively monitor managers. In the case of Petrobras, Brazilian pension funds and Black Rock are the 

largest institutional investors and have an important monitoring role over the controlling shareholder. 

However, in the case of PetroChina, because the largest share owned by institutional investor is only 

0.33% (by Wellington Management), there seems to be a lack of monitoring the controlling sharehold

er. 

Additionally, both of these two mixed enterprises issue debt in public markets and, thus, have in

temational credit rating , such as S&P and Moody's, who rate their local and foreign-currency denomi

nated debt. These rating agencies act as an additional gatekeeper, even though implicit government 

guarantees offered to SOEs could admittedly decrease creditors' incentives to monitor the finn closely 

(Pargendler, Musacchio & Lazzarini, 2013). 

4.3. Public Administration 
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Governance is the result of interactive social-political forms of governing (Meuleman, 2008). Public 

administration with its hierarchical structure and a hierarchy o f value systems is a central instrumento f 

governing. Hierarchical governance, applied inside and outside 21st century public administration, ac

counts for top-down decision-making, strict internai and externai accountability procedures, a hierar

chical organization structure, an emphasis on project management rather than on process management, 

strategy styles of a planning and design type, and a strong preference for legal measures (Meuleman, 

2008). In this part, we are going to look at factors that reflect the security, coercion, and regulation that 

the public administrative systems ofthese two countries apply to the governance ofits NOCs. 

4. 3.1. Regulatory Agencies 
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Both ofthese two NOCs are subject to supervision by established regulatory agencies that repor! to 

governmental bodies (such as the Ministries ofEnergy) andare, at least on paper, run by technical pro

fessionals. However, a deeper inspection of the roles of those agencies reveals profound differences. 

Brazil's National Oi! Agency (ANP), which was created in 1997 as a counterweight to the end of Pe

trobras's legal monopoly, is still relatively weak and heavily influenced by the executive. Musacchio 

and Lazzarini (2014) argue that the Brazi1ian National Oi! Agency (ANP) is relatively weak because of 

past allegations of corruption and these with direct influence by the government. And, in reality the 

president of Brazil and the Minister of Mines and Energy are the de facto "regulators" of Petrobras. 

However, the new realities of the Pre-Salt led to a discussion about the existing regulatory framework 

and the role of Petrobras (Schutte, G.R, 2016). Article 26 ofthe Oi! Law established that exploration 

would take place at the risk and expense of the company, but that if successful, the company would 

own the oi! & gas found. lt would, of course, still have to pay royalties and other government taxes. 

There wou1d be no interference by the government nor at any attempts to contrai the exploration and 

production process. However, in the current term the company is focused on surviva1 with sinking pro

duction, low oi! prices, scarce cash, and a hefty bill looming to develop its prized assets: the "pre-salf' 

oi i fields that lie deep below the country's offshore waters. Moreover, ANP has had a stained reputation 

since ANP officials were caught requesting bribes from private companies (Revista Epoca, 20 12). As a 

consequence, it is the president of Brazil and the Minister of Mines and Energy who are the most im

portant "regulators" o f Petrobras repeats earlier statement. 

As for the case o f PetroChina, there is no autonomous regulatory agency either. The oi! and gas in

dustry of China is controlled by the following government authorities: the Ministry of Land and Re

sources, (MLR) which has the authority to grant, examine, and approve oi] and gas exploration and 

production licenses, and to oversee the registration and transfer of exploration and production licenses; 

the Ministry of Commerce (MOFCOM), which sets and grants impor! and expor!; the National Deve

lopment and Reform Commission (NDRC), which is responsible for industry administration, industry 

policy and policy coordination over China's oi! and gas industry, which determines mandatory mini

mum volumes and app1icable prices and publishes guidance prices for natural gas and maximum retail 

pnces. 
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Both ofthese NOCs are subject to extensive direct government regulation. The absence of an au

tonomous regulatory agency therefore results in the failure to create institutional checks and balances 

lhal reduce lhe governmenl's ability to direclly inlervene. However, there is some evidence showing 

noncompliance of regulatory policies wilh the neo-developmentalism ideology in Petrobras's case. 

N eo-developmentalists agree to a certain extent with the liberal criticism that technological develop

menl was nol a high priorily in the national developmenlalist policies o f the past. At the same time, the 

current discussion o f lhe challenges o f building up endogenous lechnologica] capacity underestimates 

lhe ma in feature o f Brazil's industrial struclure highlighled by Salerno (20 I I): lhe fac! lhal the principal 

advanced produclion chains are conlrolled by transnalional companies whose decisions to invest in 

building up R&D capacity firsl consider their global stralegy. This means thal building up R&D capaci

ty in Brazil necessarily involves negotiation with these inlernational players. The regulalory framework 

for O&G production in major fields requires a mandatory investmenl of one percenl of gross receipts in 

R&D. This is guaranteed by the so-called R&D clauses in the exploration and operation contracts. Half 

of these funds must be used for conlracting local research institulions, mostly public universities. The 

olher half can be used in-house or throughout sourcing, which encourages investment by O&G service 

companies like Halliburton, Siemens, and Schlumberger in technological R&D centers in Rio. Funds 

raised for R&D by research inslilutes jumped from R$ 509 million in 2005 to over R$ I billion in 2011 

(Colela 2012; ANP 2012) and projections for the next decade point to a yearly average ofR$ 2 billion 

in lhe period between 2012 and 2022 (H ara! do 20 12). 
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The downstream policy discussion has been focused around the strategy of exporting crude oi! or 

building up refining capacity to expor! derivatives. Following the old !ogic, Brazil should opt for the 

second solution. Petrobras, in fact, started to initiate plans for the construction o f two major expor! re

fineries in the Northeast, Premi um I in Maranhão and Premi um li in Ceará. However, as Castro (20 I 0) 

pointed ou!, the simple logic of vertical integration does not always make sense from a development 

perspective, Jet alone from a purely commercial approach. And in this case, it does not make sense for 

severa! reasons. First, there is the enonnous refinery capacity in the consuming countries that makes 

the global demand for derivatives much smaller than for crude oi!. Second, the margins are very small, 

especially when the huge costs involved in building up refinery capacity are taken into account. The 

third argument used by Castro (2010) is that refining is a consolidated technology with Jittle room for 

technological upgrades in the Brazilian production structure. The alternative in this case is to expor! 

crude oi!, but making sure the revenues are channeled towards the expansion of endogenous technolog

ica! capacity in frontier sectors. At the same time, however, Brazil has experienced an explosion of in

ternai demand as a result of its successful economic policies. ANP data show, for example, an increase 

in demand for gasoline o f more than 40 percent between 2006 and 2011. In any event, there is a need to 

expand refinery capacity from 2 million bpd in 2010 to the target set by Petrobras of3.6 million bpd by 

building the four refineries planned so far. 

4.3.2. Labor laws 
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Much research on corporate governance, inspired by agency theory, h as largely neglected the poten

tial role of labor (Aguilera & Jackson 2010). Corporate governance is increasingly seen as an indepen

dent variable facilitating or constraining patterns of human resource management and industrial rela

tions--or conversely, labor is seen as an independent variable influencing patterns of corporate owner

ship and finance. Labor Jaws illustrate how the precise combination of public and private elements in 

mixed enterprises can vary widely depending on the institutional context (Pargendler, Musacchio & 

Lazzarini, 20 I 3). 

Brazil's Petrobras is markedly hybrid when looking at is labor structure. lts employees are subject to 

the same labor laws governing private finns: the Jabor-friendly Consolidação das Leis do Trabalho. Un

like public servants in Brazil, Petrobras's employees do not have tenure and could, in theory, be fired at 

will (Musacchio & Lazzarini,2014). However, the employees are recruited through the constitutionally 

mandated public contes! of examinations and titles, which is applied to the public servant process. 
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The Chinese case bears a rather more complicated labor law regime due to its unique political back

ground. First, for most, PetroChina's labor recruitment and management information is nowhere to be 

found: neither in its annual report filed with the Securities and Exchange Committees (SEC) nor in its 

official website page. Jts parent CNPC offers public infom1ation on how the employees are recruited. 

Three channels are listed: campus recruiting, social recruiting, and internai recruiting. However, no 

specific information for hiring requirements and selection standards is offered in publicly accessible 

sources. In terms of labor law regimes, PetroChina demonstrates a coexistence of multiple labor law 

regimes dueto its complicated employee system. 1t is described as a system that bears the standardized 

labor employment, associa te staff, market incentivized temporary, agency and leased work". To help 

transform and modernize China's past labor system into a labor contract system based on greater free-

dom of employment, China promulgated the Labor Law of the People's Republic of China (Labor 

Law), effective January I, 19957 The Labor Law applies to private companies and State-owned enter

prises (SOEs). Labor laws and regulations in the People's Republic of China have undergone marked 

changes in recent years. These changes are part of China's redesign of its legal framework to support 

the development o f its socialist market economy, a process that began elo se to three decades ago. The 

fusion of public and private law regimes, in this case, serves to mitigate the disadvantages of each in 

the peculiar NOC context. While ample leeway for hiring and firing decisions is generally thought to 

be mos! efficient for private companies, there is the risk that, in a government-controlled firm, this re

gime might lead to staffing decisions being made according to política] alliances, ideology, or crony

ism, rather than merit and technical considerations. Although public examinations measure soft skills 

imperfectly, they favor the recruitment of a technically-qualified labor force. At the same time, the abi

lity to dismiss underperforming employees mitigates incentive problems. 

7 Adopted at the Eighth Meeting ofthe Standing Committee ofthe Eighth National People's Congress on Ju/y 5, 1994 and promulgated by Order No_ 28 of 
the President ofthe People's Republic ofChina 
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A notable difference between the labor system in Brazil and China, according to the archive data 

accessed based on a past study (Estrin & Prevezer, 2011), on the role of infonnal institutions among 

emerging economies as presented in table 3, is that Brazilian finns are considered highly regulated in 

the formal economy, especially with regard to regulations over hiring and firing labor. However, the 

Chinese labor system seems to put a relatively flexible and loose hand towards regulations and man-

agement. 

Table 3 Various regulation measures (2002) 

l Brazil j China 1 
1--.. ---------~--------------------- ------------·-r·-----~--
1 Management time spent dealing with regulation 8,10% 8,1 O% 

I Labor reg_"'ations _l"'rceived as obsta ele _t_o_ growtrJ_ ____ .. . 57% __ jj-9-%-_,-_-----. -li 
I Ov~r~tafflng(;:e., exit restrictions) . . . . . . ____i_:'lo__ \ 19% J 
G:mber of ins;.;;;;;;;;;;;;;e-;,_--~- .. j7.8--l26:? ___ _ 
I Hiring indices 67 \11 

\ Firing indices 70 j 40 
--

Source: World Bank Doing Business data and I C As 

4. 3. 3. Market Structure 
For mos! of its history, Petrobras had a legal monopoly on research, extraction, refining, and 

transportation (Victor, Hults & Thurber, 20 l 2). Even though a constitutional amendment in 1995 per

mitted the federal govemment to grant oi I exploration rights to private finns pursuant to concession 

agreements, thus opening up the possibility of competition, Petrobras continues to enjoy a de facto mo-

nopoly (Pargendler, Musacchio & Lazzarini ,2013; Oliveira ,2012). 
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In China's case, lhe general scenario of lhe market structure is that large SOEs monopolize key up

stream industries, whereas downstream industries are largely open to private competition. More speci

fically in lhe oi I & gas sector, under govemment command, CNOOCS has to se li ali its crude oil only to 

Sinopec9 and CNPC at lhe price set by lhe government, and Sinopec and CNPC are lhe only two com

panies that can impor! and sell oil in China. CNOOC played a key role in government control of Chi

na's domestic oi] industry, in which neither transparency nor accountability has been a concern for lhe 

government or CNOOC. Through this "supply-chain," these three petro-oligopolies tightly control the 

dom estie oi] market on behalf o f the govemment in lhe name o f "energy security" and ata cost for con-

sumers 

4.3 . ./. Evidence ofGovernment Intervention 

8China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC) is a Chinese SOE established as a commercial arm ofthe government in speedily growing its off
shore dril!ing: industry within Chinese territory through joint ventures with foreigners. Ali o f its six subsidiaries, each having further subsidiaries. consist o f 
a core business ranging from offshore drilling and oiTshore engineering construction to petrochcmical manufacturing and financiai services. 

9sinopec was founded in the same period with CNOOC, as one ofthe major state-owned petroleum energy and chemicals companies. Both are under the 
authority ofthe Ministry ofPetroleum Jndustry (MPI) 
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In Petrobras's case, as part of the privatization and liberalization policies of lhe 1990s, President 

Fernando Henrique Cardoso designed partia! privatization of the oi! industry in Brazil. In 1997, h e 

enacted the "Petroleum Law," ending Petrobras's oi! monopoly and opening oi! & gas markets in Brazil 

to foreign investment. Cardoso also allowed foreigners to own shares in Petrobras. Finally, in August 

2000, still under Cardoso, Petrobras listed its shares on the New York Stock Exchange, through the 

American Depository Receipts (ADR) program. By listing shares in New York and ]ater in Europe 

(2002), Petrobras had to improve its corporate governance practices and had to become more transpa

rent, publishing audited financiais quarterly and adhering to generally accepted accounting principies 

(GAAP). After 2001, Petrobras also had to comply with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (which demanded fur

ther disclosure of related-party transactions and executive compensation). By listing in major stock ex

changes the company also opened itself up to the scrutiny and monitoring o f rating agencies and large 

mutual and pension funds from all around the world. 

These refonns allowed Petrobras and the Brazilian government to gain intemational credibility and 

the Brazilian oi] sector had a boom in the first few years ofthe 21st century. Companies from ali over 

the world partnered with Petrobras to pursue ]arge exploration projects and large mutuaJ funds from a11 

o ver lhe world bought Petrobras shares. Kenyon (2006), referring to the Jisting o f Petrobras, argued that 

"by issuing shares to private investors and adopting a commitment to transparency, politicians can raise 

the political costs of interference and avert policies that are damaging to (SOEs') interests." In the gov

emance reform of Petrobras, the most important items to highlight are the changes on the board of di

rectors, which started to include independent members as well as new statutory protections and rights 

for minority shareholders. 
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Ali o f these refonns, however, did not prevent government intervention in the oi i industry. Two ex

amples of intervention illustrate this point. After the Brazilian government announced the discovery of 

new oi] reserves in deep water ("pre-sa]t") areas in 2007, a discussion emerged on who would be al

lowed to exploit the newly discovered oi!. In the end, it was decided that Petrobras itself would be the 

single operator o f the oi] fields in partnership with other investors who would share part o f the oi] rev

enues. Because operations would require substantial investment-estimated to be around US$ 45 bil

lion per year in the initial years-the company soon had to raise externai capital. In 2010, Petrobras 

executed one of the largest public offers in the world, selling shares worth US$ 70 billion. However, 

the Brazilian government wanted to increase its stake in Petrobras, while at the same time, guarantee 

the presence ofthe SOE as the major operator ofthe new oi i fields. Thus, the government engendered a 

complex transaction whereby Petrobras would pay for the rights to extract oil and the government 

would use the proceeds to purchase new shares. Private minority shareholders complained that the op

eration would dilute their participation in the company and argued that the price paid by Petrobras for 

the oi] rights was too high. Minority shareholders also contended that they were not adequately heard in 

this operation. 
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Conflicts esca1ated in ear1y 2012 when the govemment decided to de1iberately use Petrobras to con

trol the price of gasoline. Maria das Graças Foster, referred to as Graça Foster, was appointed as Petro

bras CEO in February 2012. This appointment was well received by the market. Graça Foster was a 

technica1 executive with a 1ong-term career at the firm and a deep knowledge o f the sector. At the time 

she was appointed, the price of the gaso1ine had been kept 1ow even though the price of imports was 

esca1ating. Right after she started her job as CEO, Foster dec1ared that "it is evident that it is necessary 

to adjust the price." Yet lhe federal government was worried that increasing the price of the gaso1ine 

would undennine efforts to reduce inflation and benchmark interest rales (given that the Brazilian Cen

tral Bank followed inflation targets). The prices of Petrobras's shares dropped, hurting minority share

holders again. Although the government allowed a minor increase in the price of gasoline in June 20!2, 

the increase was not considered sufficient to improve the cash flow o f the company. And, in lhe second 

quarter of2012, Petrobras announced a record loss of R$ 1.34 billion (around US$ 662 million), its fir

st 1oss in 13 years. A1though the 1oss was not on1y caused by lhe price contro1, this event continued to 

undermine investors' confidence in the governance of Petrobras, especially concerning its insu1ation 

from governmental pressure. 

In Cllina's case, claimed by PetroChina, the interests ofCNPC and its affiliates as providers ofthe

se services and products to them, may conflict with their interests. And this has been putas one ofthe 

major risks towards lhe protection o f public and private shareho!ders' interests. 

4.4. Informal Institutions 
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Estrin & Prevezer (20 li) argued that infonnal rules h ave I ong been o f in teres! but have not been ri

gorously conceptualized o r theorized in to mainstream studies of institutions, which have, instead, focu

sed on the fonnal rules ofthe game. Aguilera, Filatotchev, Gospel, and Jackson (2008) recognize that in 

order to understand lhe effects of corporate governance on the performance of firms, it is crucial to 

contextualize and speci:fY the linkages in their open systems perspective between different aspects of 

the organizational environment, which draws attention to the infonnal institutions. Helmke and Levi

tsky (2003) described that infonnal institutions are usually unwritten and are created and enforced ou

tside the offícial channels (such as courts, legislatures, bureaucracies, and state-enforced rules such as 

constitutions, laws, and regulations). More importantly, they pointed out that informal institutions can 

work either positively or negatively to boost or constrain fonnal institutions. Good governance is asso

ciated with not only the effectiveness of fonnal institutions, but also the degree of compatibility bet

ween the goals ofthe actors relevant to fonnal and infonnal institutions (Estrin & Prevezer, 20!1). In 

this section, we will directly present Estrin & Prevezer's studies (2011) on findings ofthe infonnal in

stitutions in the Brazil and China context. 

The relationship between the formal and infonnal institutions in Brazil, according to Estrin & Pre

vezer (2011), can be described as an accommodating one: effective formal institutions, with conflicting 

goals between actors in formal and infonnal institutions. They concluded tbat the effectiveness o f for

mal institutions in corporate governance in Brazil is high in that the rules are good and enforced. Ho

wever, they are too tightly enforced and this gives ris e to the pervasive infonnal institution o f lhe sha

dow economy. Thus, the cbaracter of Brazil's informal institutions derives from its large black econo

my and the role o f informal institutions isto get around formal rules. 
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China's infonnal institutions are defined as substitutive ones: ineffective formal situations, with 

compatible goals between actors in fonnal and informal institutions. As they concluded in the paper, 

liberal market economies and coordinated market economies are characterized as having high leveis of 

compiementarity with mutually supportive interconnected institutions. In contras!, hybridized or mixed 

modeis of capitalism, such as more nearly describe those in emerging economies in Asia, have non-co

hesive institutions that work against one another. In China's case, informal institutions are countenan

ced officially and are seen not to conflict with the aims offonna!Iegal institutions. 

4.5. Analysis Summary 

4. 5.1. State Goals 
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A similar trait ofthese two companies detected, based on our case comparison, is the strong presen

ce of political interference inserted into the management decisions and commercial activities. When 

Iooking at the board compositions ofthese two companies, the dominance of senior managers with po

litical background, and the lack o f the equilibrium o f shareholders with different interests have shown 

that both of the host governments are strongly motivated to put their control into the firm. However, 

board composition is the only corporate governance characteristic we found that both the companies 

exhibit. As the analyses go deeper, we argue that there is a major difference in what motivates the go

vernments. That being said, there is an arguable difference in state goals behind these two NOCs. Such 

different motives result in the different designs of control they put into practice as we demonstrated in 

the comparison o f other corporate governance characteristics. 
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One of the practices that reflect different state goals is the corporate ownership. Ownership is a 

proxy-indeed, the best single proxy-for the government to obtain contra! (Warshaw, 2012). The 

comparative results of our case studies demonstrate a clear contras! in terms ofthe ownership pattern of 

these NOCs. PetroChina is 87% owned by CNPC (China National Petroleum Corporation) while 

Petrobras is only roughly half-owned by the private investors. The ownership structure of PetroChina 

reveals a unique model created by lhe Chinese government, aiming at a political loosen-up o f the sole 

ownership over the national oi! company and minimizing the shortcomings of the state's direct in

volvement in the company's capital management. The model involves SASAC (State-owned Assets 

Supervision and Administration Commission oflhe State Council) and CNPC. SASAC, which is a spe

cial commission of lhe People's Republic of China that operates directly under the State Councils, is 

responsible for managing ali the major SOEs of China, inc!uding appointing top executives and ap

proving any mergers or sales of stock or assets, as well as drafting laws related to state-owned enter

prises. CNPC is the financia! capital of PetroChina and PetroChina is an operating company that ho!ds 

CNPC's mos! profitable assets and serves as a fundraising vehic!e (Jiang, 201 I). CNPC and PetroChina 

are not separate entities; rather, they are more akin to divisions ofthe same company that are separated 

by porous technical and legal barriers- with one division (PetroChina) listed on stock exchanges main

ly for the purpose of raising money. This unique mode! serves as an example of a major trend in the 

recent policy reform of China's state asse! management, which is, breaking down the two !ayer man

agement structure (SASAC-SOEs) and formalizing a three layer structure (SASAC-state-owned 

capital investment institutions-SOEs). CNPC, in this case, acts as a state-owned capital investment 

institution that stands between SASAC and PetroChina and weakens the government's direct involve

ment into PetroChina. We argue that the model itself implies two government incentives. One is that 

the govemment will always maintain the ultimate ownership of the NOC. The other is, even though it 

might contradict China's socialist economy deve!opment ideology, lhe state is attempting to loosen up 

lhe política! contra! and letting in more market incentives. Considering lhat China is under a single-par

ty (Communist Party of China) autocracy and combining Warshaw's study on the state incentives, we 

infer that the goal of the Chinese govemment to maintain its NOC can be further described in the fol

lowing ways: to guarantee employment, to allocate resources and to adjust commodity prices. More-
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over, restrained by the social, political, ru1d economic ideology, NOCs as nationally owned assets that 

belong to the public sector economy should always remain as the dominant part ofthe national econo

my. In other words, the space for the NOC asse! to be privatized by the market is extremely limited. 

TI1e ownership structure of PetroChina has proven to demonstrate the strong evidence under this ideo

logical constraint. 

Brazil, on lhe other hand, though mixed up with various complicated historical and structural factors, 

can be generally considered as a politically democratic country and adopts a capitalistic economy mod

el. This regime type can be considered as proxy to indicate strong checks and balances. By solely look

ing at the ownership pattem o f Petrobras, we reckon some confirmation o f Warshaw's theory (20 12) o f 

expropriation and privatization in oi L He used the regime type as a proxy for checks and balances and 

tested that states are more likely to privatize their national oi! companies when they have greater checks 

and balances. Based on Warshaw's studies (2012), we infer that the state goal ofthe Brazilian govern

ment to maintain a NOC is to maximize the revenues so that more profit can be provided to state activi

ty (public goods). We found some evidences to confirm this inference. Under the inferred incentive, 

more autonomy is usually granted by the govemment to the company. As we present in our case com

parison, the ownership structure of Petrobras does robustly demonstrate that private interests are in

volved in this state-owned enterprise and there is more freedom in the area of being privatized when 

compared with PetroChina. 

We can exhibit more evidences to demonstrate the contras! o f inferred state o f goals o f these two 

NOCs when we ]ook at the different leveis of financia! independence from the government. Namely, 

Petrobras gets re!atively more freedom when it comes to financia] independence when compared with 

PetroChina. Additionally, given Petrobras' !arge investment budgets, the company's management does 

not seem to be solely preoccupied with short-term considerations. As state goals in systems without ef

fective checks and balances are more Iikely to be short term in nature and to focus on delivering bene

fits to a narrower group o f elites, lhe relative financia! independence o f Petrobras may serve as evidence 

o f a considerably effective check and balance on lhe state govemment. 
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In sum, ou r comparison results of the corporate goverumeut characteristics seems to mostly 

fit in with the past theories on expropriation and privatization in national oi! companies. Yet, there are 

pieces of our case comparisou that also conflict with the speculations on how these two govern

ments are motivated. First and faremos!, the difference in the tax rales of revenues that these two 

NOCs should be given in return to the government, cast doubt on the inference. The Brazilian govern

ment seems to extract more rents from Petrobras when compared with PetroChina, serving as an evi

dence for us to argue that the Brazilian government seems to focus on a shorter time horizon and indi

cates that Petrobras might be controlled under a government that is mainly motivated to deliver benefits 

to stay in office and guarantee political!eadership. In fac!, lhe current situation (performance) ofthese 

two NOCs exposes a contras! that confirms our argument. Petrobras has been caught trapped in a cor

ruption scheme manipulated by private interests, for instance, política! campaign fundings. Therefore, 

we stress again that the contras! of (inferred) state goals do not match the contras! oftwo NOCs' cur

rent performances. That being said, the inferred difference in the state goals hased on the past stud

ies cannot contrihute to the explanation of the current different sitnations of Petrobras and 

PetroChina. Petrobras is supposed to be controlled under a government with stronger checks and bal

ances and concerned with long tenn ( or a balanced) in teres!, which is focused on delivering public 

goods to the society and maximizing the interest o f the majority shareholder (the government). Yet the 

benefits and the interests have been narrowed down to a smaller group of elites ("private goods") and 

this is generally considered to be a result of the absence of effective checks and balances among the 

state institutions. 
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We therefore come up with two specu!ations based on the evidence of inconsistency between the 

tl1eoretically inferred state goa!s and the realistic NOC perfonnance in delivering those state goals. We 

firstly argue that tbe past tbeories are not adeqnate to belp ns identify tbe accurate state goal of 

these two governments. Namely, regime type is not a dependable proxy for cbecks and balances 

that predict the state incentives of tbese two conntries to maintain national oil companies. The 

single-party autocratic political regime of China is not necessarily associated with lower leveis of 

checks and balances that result in short term state interests to maintain a national oi! company. 

And, the Brazilian political democracy does not facilitate strong cbecks and balances that pro

motes a government in pursuing state interest with a longe r time borizon. Second!y, goals o f state 

may serve only as an equivocate factor in explaining the variation in NOCs performances. That is 

to say, to isolate the state goals from other factors such as the structural conditions (state institu

tions, nature of the resources) of tbe country will impede our contribution to a normative theory 

in understating NOCs. The quality of institutions within the state not only influence content of state 

goals, but also influence how lhe goals are pursued and eventually affect lhe NOC-state relationship. In 

our comparison we focused not only on identif'ying the goals ofthe state, but also lhe interplay between 

the NOCs and their host govemment to examine, apart from the state incentives, what the other institu

tional factors are that facilita! e the alignment o f lhe interests between the state and the NOC (the prin

ciple-agent interests). We argue that, the resilience of a NOC is actually very much dependent on the 

achievement of such an alignment under a specific configuration of the institutionalized constraints 

within the state. We therefore would like to proceed with our discussion of these two countries' state 

institutions based on comparison results of our comparative study. 

4. 5. 2. State Institutions 
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Based on our previous discussion o f lhe state goals, we concluded that solely focusing on how gov

emments are motivated is not enough to explain why some NOCs remain resilient while others do not. 

In fact, our previous attempt to resume the case comparison has elicited more specific queries, which 

demand more examinations at the state institutions. Among these queries some o f lhe questions are: 

what accounts for lhe failure o f fonning an alignment between lhe state and lhe NOC?; and what drives 

!hem to be cross-purposed? We argue that the answers lie in the governance system that manipulates (or 

mediates) the alignment between the government and the agent (NOC) it creates. That ideal system is 

pattemed on Westem liberal democracies that have highly competent public institutions, a strong tradi

tion of administrative law so that decisions are credible and predictable, and where lhe main decisions 

of govemment are highly transparent (Benz & Frey, 2007). Brazil is only one ofthe fifteen NOCs that 

has seen lasting liberal-oriented refonns over lhe las! lhree decades. But does this accurately predicate 

that lhe system has better qualified institutions when compared to China? A deeper look at the state in

stitutions will guide us to a better understanding o f these questions, and specifically offer explanations 

on what sabotages the relationship between lhe government and lhe NOC it contrais (governs). Our 

analysis o f this part is going to be conducted by matching the patterns that we observe from our case 

comparison to the past theories on perfonnance-governance relationship, particularly those proposi

tions presented in Victor, Hults & Thurber's studies (20 12) o f state management ofthe NOCs. 
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We firstly looked at lhe institutional environment o f Brazil and China in terms o f the type o f au

thority under which the NOC is operated. Specifically, we checked wheter if lhe resu!ts o f our study fit 

in with the past studies of governance style in terms of unified contrai or fragmented contrai. Victor, 

Hults & Thurber (20 12) offered a clear assertion that NOCs perform better in states that have unified 

control over the companies and worse in states that have fragmented control. The scholars assessed 

Petrobras as an unified control and CNPC with a mixed type of authority under different organzaitonslD 

They assessed Petrobras's performance as high and CNPC's is assessed as upper middle, which con

firms the positive relationship between corporate performance and centralized authority. We considered 

our study farfetched (not appropriate) to test directly the hypothesis (assertion) which Victor, Hults & 

Thurber (2012) proposed, for the reason that our case comparison did not offer a systematic measure

ment ofthese two NOCs' perfonnance(dependent variable). However, our comparison did demonstrate 

some evidence o f discrepancy compared with their studies, specifically in the assessment of organiza

tion of state actors with authority over NOC. We argued that Brazil may still be struggling with institu

tional continuity and coherence, which normally resulted in fragmented contrai of state actors instead 

ofa unified control among the players. We found (specifically in the corporate characteristics) there has 

been a durable signal that Petrobras would keep the autonomy (especially when compared with Petro

China) needed to focus on being an oi! company and Petrobras responded to these incentives. However, 

Petrobras was constantly under continuai assault from both sides of the poli ti cal spectrum (Musacchio 

& Lazzarini, 2014). Moreover, the recent situation1' has inspired the government to finda new set of 

incentives and mechanisms to oversee the existing agents. The scholars argue that although Petrobras is 

embedded within a state enviromnent with a multiplicity of interests, there are institutional agreements 

being reached among those interests to give the state government primary NOC contrai and keep the 

actors unified. However, those institutional agreements remain vulnerable, for mos! of them were 

seemly reached based on corruptions and briberies and to hold the president's legislative coalition to

gether. The fac! that the Petrobras-government alignment proves to be so prone to non-commercial ob-

10 
Although some recentralization has occurred in China. state authority remains split between the State Energy Commission (former Office ofthc Nation

al Energy Leading Group) and the National Energy Administration. The state council has intluence over key company positions. 

ll The relationship between Petrobras and the government is possibly entering a new period ofstress with the discovery ofthe Jarge pre-salt fields and 
sustaíned high oi\ prices that make those fields potentially very lucrative 
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jectives which threatened the company's resilience and to be easily manipulated by private interests 

that dampen the company's commercial perfonnance, indicates a fragmented multiparty democracy 

that may be associated with a social and economic context that fails to be ideal for the autonomy to be 

beneficiai for a NOC, as it leaves the state actors disintegrated or easily unified towards private inter

ests. Although China has always been quite explicit that the NOC creates a very much bigger burden 

with the non-core missions and non-commercial policy objectives, the government seems to be able to 

navigate the company into pursuing interests that benefit a larger interest group and the company seems 

to be able to handle it well as it delivers mos! o f what lhe government wants and remain commercially 

well-operated. Therefore, we speculate that lhe advantages of policy coherence may outweigh those of 

NOC autonomy based on the theory that higher autonomy does not necessarily result in better perfor

mances, especially in a developing economy market context ( or an immature o r fragmented democratic 

political context). 
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How lhe rules are se! is ve1y much dependent on the type of authority under which they are carried 

out (Victor, Hults & Thurber, 2012). The fonn of rules, or lhe concreteness of lhe rules ranges from 

highly law-base d (legal and constraining governance decisions) to more personal and infonnal (social 

ties between state and NOC leadership mediating lhose decisions) play also as a vital role in a NOC's 

performance. Although many scholars believe that rui e o f law is usually positively corre!ated with both 

individual and organizations' performance, research on the rule of law's importance for SOEs, inc!ud

ing for NOCs, is scant (Hult, 2012). Though come up with the speculation that NOCs are higher per

forming when their home states primarily rely on law-based mechanisms to administer them and 

worse when states depend mostly on informal mechanisms,Victor, Hults & Thurber(2012)' findings 

ofthe NOCs proved, alternatively, that rule of law may have little to no relationship with NOC perfor

mance at ali. We combine lhe evidences of our case comparison wilh some recent studies (Estrin & 

Preverzer, 20 !I) on the role o f infonnal institutions in corporate governance, and come up with the ar

gument that NOCs are higher performing when their home states have a higher degree of compat

ibility between the goals of the actors as it relates to formal and informal institutions. As our 

comparison demonstrates, Brazil's informal institutions may be more incompatible with lhe formal 

ones, mos! ofwhich are structured under a state capitalism ideology. This, evidently, leads to difficulty 

in the alignment o f common interests (goals are compatible at a particular leve! o f analysis if lhe aims 

o f the fonnallaws and lhe agents working wilhin informal institutions--be lhey business groups, famil

ial networks, lhe state lhrough lhe local party, bureaucratic elites-are working towards lhe same ends). 

5. CONCLUSION 
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The phenomenon of the prevalence of national oi! companies worldwide has long been intriguing, 

not only for those concerned with how the companies themselves thrive, but also for those who recog

nize that these companies' fates are usually c!ose!y tied up with their home countries' deve!opment tra

jectory. With Brazil and China casting as two vital players in the developing world, however, the past 

studies have yet only offered usa vague and blurry understanding ofhow state contrai in the oi! & gas 

sectors o f these two countries work. With a contextua!ized layout o f the comparison between Petrobras 

and PetroChina, the two national oi! companies, we hope that a clearer contras! has been demonstrated. 

Through the examination ofthe two companies' development trajectories, the mechanisms ofhow they 

construct corporate governance, and how regulations, market structure, and labor laws are monitored, 

we are actually unfolding the goals ofthe state and offering a deeper understanding ofthese two coun

tries' institutional environments. We managed firstly to demonstrate a clear contras! o f the ownership 

patterns o f these two NOCs, which outlines the basic model of the state-company dynamics, and then 

we discovered that major differences exist in their financia] dependence on their host governments. 

Along with some other detailed evidences on the contras! of these two NOCs model, we reckon that 

that there seems to be some inconsistency between our findings and the past theories, especially those 

of political regime to infer state goals in terms of expropriation and privatization in national oi i compa

nies. As the inferred difference in the state goals based on lhe past studies cannot contribute to the ex

planation of lhe current different situations of Petrobras and PetroChina, we conducted our analysis 

in to looking at the state institutions, to reveal more o f the political and structural factors o f these two 

countries, factors such as formal institutions and informal institutions and how they are associated with 

explanation ofthe two NOCs' current status. One ofthe major findings ofthis part of our ana!ysis con

tradicts the past assessment of the state actors with authority over NOC. We specu!ate that Brazil, in

stead of being categorized as unified contra! in tenns of governance style, should be considered as a 

relatively unstable political environment that suffers a certain degree of institutional inconsistency and 

the absence o f a clear and cohesive institutional logic. While China h as always been quite explicit that 

the NOC undertakes a very much bigger burden with the non-core missions, non-commercial policy 

objectives, the government seems to be able to navigate the company into pursuing interests that bene

fit a larger group ofthe population. We also concluded that the counterintuitive fact that we revealed in 
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PetroChina's case (the company is driven with many non-commercial incentives but yet manages to be 

well-sustained both in its internai and externai financiai performance) matches with the past findings on 

the role of infonnal institutions and the influence ofthe dynamics between the infonnal and fonnal in

stitutions. 

In sum, we hope that we h ave been able to shed some light on developing better theories o f how 

organizations, institutions and economies coevolve, specifically, the question of what justifies the ap

propriateness to advocate state capitalism. The factors and circumstances that contribute to the align

ment of interests between the state and the companies it controls shall be examined with the considera

tion of the specific political culture and rationality. For example, the Chinese state-market relationship 

in which institutional innovations, commodification of state power, and marketization of public re

source play a positive role in securing a certain levei of state-market-society embeddedness. This, we 

reckon, may serve as a fundamental determinant in the resilience o f a national oi] company. 

However, there are certain limitations to our studies that we would like mention here. First and 

foremost is that our comparative method suffers the lack of a systematic handling of data and systemat

ic reporting of all evidence. For instance, we did not offer a systematic demonstration in how perfor

mance of how a NOC is evaluated. At the same time, the data that we accessed when comparing the 

infonnal institutions of these two countries are all archived and second hand and needs to be updated. 

Secondly, though we may be able to draw on some implications on certain policymaking, there is no 

basis for scientific generalizations of our findings, which makes it difficult to achieve theoretical 

propositions. 
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Finally, combining with the fíndings that we present, as well as the certain limitations in presenting 

a better data collection, we would like to suggest some further inquiries on state capitalism. They in

clude: the importance of informal institutions emerges and calls out for more attention; a fruitful path 

that can fíll the past gap is to research how the informal ru!es can be systematically analyzed; and a 

more convincing framework of data demonstration can be created. Such data should be able to prove 

effective, impersonal contract enforcement as well as personal ties, voluntaristic constraints, and os

tracism that fíts specifícally in the market-state dynamics that justiry the appropriateness of state con

t:rol and govemment intervention. Also, when there is an absence of certain factors that justiry a statist 

fom1 of capita!ism, is privatization a solution? What are the factors that lead to an implication of priva

tization as the policy towards oil & gas govemance? We look forward to seeing further studies solve 

these puzzles. 
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